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About This Game

OVERVIEW

Little Red Lie is a narrative-focused, interactive fiction experience that reduces the traditional nine-verb adventure game
structure down to a single, context-dependent interaction: LIE.

Gameplay consists of navigating conversations and environments which will require you to lie to both others and yourself in
order to secure your financial and personal future.

If you enjoy realistic and dramatic stories in a contemporary setting which deal with weighty issues of family, society and
politics, Little Red Lie will offer a unique perspective into the subtle (and not-so-subtle) deceptions that shape our daily lives.

STORY THEME: ARE YOU MORE AFRAID OF POVERTY THAN DEATH?

If you grew up in the 1980s and 1990s, you may have been shielded from the full weight of existence by a happy and prosperous
middle-class family, as well as access to an education which seemed to imply that your own life would be similarly rich with

possibility.

How is that going?

LIE: THE ONLY VERB THAT MATTERS.
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Explore the contrasting characters and stories of Sarah Stone and Arthur Fox through a wide variety of dishonest interactions.
And literally nothing else.

SETTING: SCARS RUN DEEP

Realistically told, and in a realistic place: The streets and landmarks of Scarborough, Toronto's most notorious, misunderstood
and fiercely proud suburb.

TWO CHARACTERS, ONE FATE

Living in a common time and place, Little Red Lie alternates you through the perspectives of two individuals who never meet,
but who are deeply connected nevertheless. Explore the dynamics of their lives, relationships and decisions as both of them

come face-to-face with the consequences of who they are and where they come from.
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Title: Little Red Lie
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
WZOGI
Publisher:
WZOGI
Release Date: 7 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: Intel i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11 with feature level 9.3 capabilities.

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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System being used:
VIVE Pro, Pro controllers and 2.0 sensors, i9-7900X, 1080 and 32 GB RAM

This is a basic board-walk style, tourist trap arcade (the old type, not with video games).

Pros:
Graphics are decent when they aren't blurring
Physics is on-point if not a little laggy sometimes
The games feel at least somewhat real and there are lots of different ones to play

Cons:
The aiming for the pistols is off, it's really low.
There is no real explanation of what you do with the items you "win" with tickets at the prize stand. I bought what looks like a
fireworks fountain, but no idea how to light it or anything.

All in all, it's a great little game for kids or younger players that just need something to keep their attention that doesn't involve
blowing things up. As far as adults go, it's fun for a few minutes here and there. I wouldn't expect much though.

I'm recommending basically because it's acceptable as a "game" and there are very few other types of this game in the genre to
compare it to.. The first time i heard about this game, i wanted it, because i play a lot of rhythm games. Even with the week
delay.
After playing the game for some time, i noticed that i am randomly missing notes, apart from getting a "Great" on the same
note. It is not explained why i miss these notes.
The next annoying thing is that the two lines are too far away. You cant look at both at the same time. The game gets pretty
intense on the third song and you will miss a lot and fail.

The concept of mixing horror with a rhythmgame is pretty cool. The Songs are great, if you can get to the good parts.. 100% i
recomend you use this map i thought DTG is not going to make but they did i hope they make more of these kind of routes. :). I
initially thought to review this game perhaps after a dozen hours of gameplay at least, but I later found myself with a list of pros
and cons written down in my head and felt it was right and reasonable to do it now. (at the moment I've played as little as 130
minutes). The reasons why I'm spending time to write this review are:

1. There are only 95 reviews, not enough. The community looks small and I'd never heard of this game myself despite loving
RTS games with all my heart
2. As mentioned, I'm an RTS vidya aficionado. I have a lot of experience with such games and I love to be able to post a semi-
technical review for once in my life, comparing everything that was done in the past to this 'modern' game.

First off, let me tell you my background with RTS games and similar genres mostly comes from countless nights playing Age of
Empires II - so when I think of any real-time strategic game that's my anchor. If you don't like the whole base-building sub-
genre (i.e. you strongly prefer RTS's like Warhammer or Company of Heroes where the focus is on point-capturing etc) don't
consider the rest of this review at all; thanks God HOAE is a base-building RTS.
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Back to the point, I can list several more RTS's I've played:

-The aforementioned Warhammer and Company of Heroes series (respectively dawn of war and the first title)
-All age of empires titles (including AoM), but the first game. I was too young at that time and never found the classical age
inspiring anyway
-Warcraft III
-The Lord of the Rings: The Battle for Middle-earth II
-Grey Goo (very recent, few may know it)
-Command and Conquers III
-Imperivm (European game, not known at all)

Non-RTS but still strategic games that have inspired me, and of which features were often present in many RTS games too:

-Total War series
-Heroes of Might and Magic III
-Others I can't think of

I know this whole wall of text might seem pointless or that I may sound like I'm bragging about my collection of strategic
games, but it's quite the opposite, I'm simply trying to give a reference to anyone reading so that he or she can understand my
point of view and pros/cons. Enough, let's start:

PROS

+Nice unit design in general -- Many units are well drawn, a handful are somewhat original.
+Good classic base-building -- Again, this is my POV. I've played so many annoying RTS's that focused on capturing resource
points and lacked the building side to the point of forcing everyone to play in what we all call 'rushing'. You can't turtle in, you
♥♥♥♥ing can't in games like Company of Heroes. If you pick just 2 or 3 points you're doomed.
+Diversity between factions -- As with most 3/4-factions modern RTS's, all buildings and units are designed differently for each
faction. I think however that GSC did a good job because most units have no real counterpart in the other races' respective
armies. (e.g. a race having a few and expensive elite infantry units whilst its opponent has massed and cheap ones with relatively
identical stats, and thus taking the same niche)
+Nice soundtrack, not as good as the OST found in many old RTS games, but very much decent and above average
+Excellent damage/defence system -- I liked this one quite a lot. Most games, even Age of Empires to an extent, ignore
altogether technical mechanics like the type of damage a unit does. For instance, in AoE we get only 3 types: melee, missile and
siege damage. Here, there's crushing, piercing and chopping or something, as well as magic damage. Every unit has its own
damage type and natural resistance to a few other types. This detail makes battles much more strategic, as you have to consider
what type of damage is most used by your enemy's forces and so on...
+Many unit specific upgrades -- Every unit has several improvements pertaining its damage and defence, some upgrades related
to all faction units are present too

CONS

-No Age-up --Basically, the most common of all features, one that usually makes RTS games last ages, was totally ignored. Here
the only thing that limits your civilisation/race's progress are a few locked end-game buildings that require you to build
unrelated and cheaper ones in order to be able to construct them too. Pretty disappointing, even the aforementioned Grey Goo
lacked this wonderful feature.
-No huge unit diversity WITHIN the faction --yeah you heard that right, I have applauded the developers/designers for making
diverse unit sets between each faction, and now I whine because there's no diversity within the races themselves. I'm afraid I
have to. If what I said above was indeed true, on the other hand they went too extreme with this originality, and forgot to
implement a handful of units I would say are a must regardless how original a faction may be. Example: I've played almost
exclusively as the Cryo race (some reclusive northmen with a taste for ice magic and many ancient alliances with beings who
inhabit the tundras of all fantasy and mythologic settings), and they lack any kind of cavalry AND missile unit. All they have is a
diverse array of slow uberbeings (yetis, giants, golems, mammoths) who deal melee -and almost exclusively of crushing type-
damage. I understand it could of been for the sake of originality, but to this point? All I have for a ranged unit is either a
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spellcaster or a ballista. Seeing as all peons use bows, it is implied this society of northmen has a tradition of bow hunting of
some sort, which is already implied by the mere fact of living in a ♥♥♥♥ing frozen land in the far north.
-Lame lack of unit-voicing --It bothers me so much that they don't say anything when clicked, dragged, ordered to attack, etc.
Any RTS I've played had it, even Grey Goo... So why the ♥♥♥♥ not GSC?
-No unit-specific evolution-like upgrade --I'm so used to unit transformation and evolution too, and I can't feel satisfied with a
bunch of armour and weapon upgrades. Like, even in HOMM there are unit upgrades, people love to see their 'whatever'
transformed into 'lord whatever elite' with its stats multiplied by 3 for a nasty sum of resources. Again, a very common feature
seen even in RTS games like Company of Heroes (the veteran upgrade or something), overlooked by GSC.
-Bad pathing of certain units --no further explanation is needed, you'll see it.
-Some elite units are too much limited in numbers --Most high power units can only be trained once per building type. It's like if
you build some barracks the construction houses 10 pikemen and that's the maximum you can have. To train more, you're
forced to set up a row of identical buildings. I understand the building limit per se, but perhaps some upgrades or an 'expand
building' feature also present in other stuff would of been more reasonable... One goddamn mammoth per building is too much
to bear...
-Odd design choices in a few things --Like the Cryo heroes being all human but of different ethnicity. Others might think it's
fine, but to me it makes no sense to have the Mage look like some caucasian bearded all man, the Warrior like an average Inuit
fisherman and the Ranger a female east asian teenager. On the other hand, whilst this faction has weirdly designed heroes, and is
somewhat original per se, typical faction/races present in all fantasy games, novels, films whatever are totally absent (e.g.
humans, orcs, gnomes, trolls). Many neutral races are indeed present but only work as a source of income and artifacts
(slaughter them) or as mercenaries; most of those would have actually been a wonderful addition to the small list of playable
civilisations.
-Unit healing, lastly --yeah I don't know for other factions, but to heal my units with the Cryo I have to cast a spell repeteadly
from my Temple or something, and that heals some 10% of all of my units... Pretty crappy and relatively expensive. Also, non-
living units seem unrepairable, some have stated. Certain elementals like Ice golems and spirits self-regenerate.. I thought
Witcher 3 was going to be my GOTY until I played this masterpiece
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If you like Sudoku and Fruit, you can't go wrong.
Good for achievements.. One of the better Hidden Object and Point & Click games.
It's not too short (like a lot of them are).
Loads of well-made HO scenes.
A few puzzles you most likely haven't encountered before in other games alike.
Beautiful artwork.. I think this is a very good novel with a choice (red or blue cycle). The story tells us about the girl who almost
drowned and then was salvated. After this she came to the mysterious island. I won't talk about plot, but I will say that the
writing language is very specific.. Thank God I got this for free...

To describe this game in 1 word? Unfinished.

There is nothing and I mean absolutely nothing you can do. You can't build, create units or call in support.

Do not be fooled by the trailer, because it's nothing like this.. First Try on Cubesis

The video is here: http:\/\/youtu.be\/2XqvOkQuBZY

Cubesis is a turnbased strategy game. You try to balance your ressources in order to complete objectives. When all objectives
are completed you have won the mission.

From this perspective the game is quite good, because you need to keep track of your ressources and react accordingly.
Otherwise the game is going to punish you hard for that. So in the case of gamplay the game is quite challenging and fun at
times.

Audiowise it has to be said that the music is fairly nice. But when it comes to the soundeffects... The Cubies(the small people)
have really repetitive sound cues, the effects of floods, heat or cold and breaking of buildings is inherently louder than the other
sounds of the game.

When it comes to the graphics the game leaves a lot be desired. The animations are clunky and don't work most of the time. The
game has a zoom function, but all you get to see is a lot of pixels. Even on 1080p the text is not pleasent to your eyes. All in all it
just looks cheap.

So we come to the final verdict: Is it worth it? It's 4\u20ac therefore you can forgive some of the flaws... but definitely not all of
them. If you can forgive the game these flaws and you are enthusiast when it comes to ressourcebalancing maybe then the game
is something for you.
But generally speaking I don't see much that justifies a full price purchase.

I know the final verdict in the video is different to the one right here, but in the end, after taking a second look I decided that
the game is not safe to recommend.. This game is absolute RUBBISH. I wouldn't reccomend it to anyone. If you want a good
fishing game, Buy Euro Fishing, thru Steam.. Asteroids and Geometry Wars fans would like this: a twin-stick shooter that is fun
in bursts. An inexpensive and solid game!. a gameplay for you https:\/\/youtu.be\/V85PcX_-fps , fun game to play with not very
lenghty smooth and with good enough music in the backround 3d platform sothnig different but recomended. i wanna live in
hollywood now. First solo effort from Allicorn Games (1 half of Puppygames). Does not disappoint.
As a Doomday Weapon, your only goal is to travel through the galaxy destroying everything in the way. What's not to love.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WvyQNkXevLc
Starting in casual mode at level one at a steady pace, you alternate between either salvage collection or traveling close enough to
each planets surface to deploy the Heckabomb and turn it into space dust. Between levels getting the opportunity to spend the
salvage collected on upgrades which range from enhancing your base stats and gear to backup weapons, bombs and defenses.

Every 10 levels you get challenged by a boss, which you can either face up to or shy away from and just survive long enough
activate the Heckabomb. Killing them without using the bomb rewards you with special upgrades, so it's well worth your time.
Progress through the game will also unlock new modes. Hardcore, Survival and AI Duel, which all speak for themselves really.

Visuals that didn't skip a beat, extremely responsive controls, fantastic psy-trance soundtrack and a decent price point, all make
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this an easy recommend. If you're looking for a twin stick shooter to scratch that itch, this is most likely the game for you. :)
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